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This activity  a trip down memory lane - is one that a farm visit can provide in its richest form, 
to aide discussion and reminiscing, elements of which can be re-created back at your care 
setting to continue conversations and extend the experience with residents. 

 

Activities 

A visit to a farm is a sensory-rich experience that stimulates the senses and prompts a recall of 
memories for residents. 

Most farm visits will involve seeing, smelling, hearing and/or touching the following: 

 The animals  holding chickens, chicks or lambs; stroking larger animals  sheep, cows, 
pigs, horses, goats; collecting eggs. In some instances, there may be an opportunity for 
residents to bottle-feed orphan lambs or calves. 
 

 Straw, hay, silage, wool and grain  residents can run their hands through buckets of 
different materials and feed animals where access and abilities are appropriate. Ask if 
you can take samples of each of these materials back with you so that you can repeat 
this experience. 
 

 Fruit and vegetables  helping to harvest soft fruits, salad leaves or vegetables grown in 
raised beds; helping plant seeds in pots or transplant them; tasting freshly picked 
strawberries or salad leaves with different strengths of flavour. You may be able to buy 
some produce to cook with or simply enjoy eating together back at your care setting, or 
indeed at the farm if facilities and time allow. 
 

 Old farming equipment, such as scythes, threshing tool and grass sickles. 
 

 Old photographs of farm scenes, people working the land  often where several 
generations of a family have farmed the same land, they will have old photographs and 
can talk to your residents about how land 
use and jobs on the farm have changed 
over the years. 
 

 The sounds of the countryside, such as 
birdsong, the wind in the trees, farm 
machinery at work and the animals. You 
may be able to record these sounds for 
playback in your care setting. 
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Opportunities for all 
 

 

For residents who can 
participate well 

Lots of hands-on 
opportunities for those who 
can get involved  collecting 
eggs; feeding the animals; 
picking up lambs / chickens; 
harvesting fruit and 
vegetables; identifying birds 
through birdsong by 
providing pictures or a key to 
pick out the birds they hear; 
tasting different varieties of 
salad leaves or apples. 
Ensure that the farmer is 
present and guides your 
residents through each of 
these processes and can 
support where necessary. 
You may also be able to 
support, for example, by 
holding the tray in which the 
eggs need to be placed.  

 

For residents with some 
limits to participation 

Offer more step-by-step 
support when collecting eggs, 
for example - guide them to 
the nest boxes and show them 
the eggs and invite them to 
handle them if they are able. 
Other suitable activities might 
be throwing some grain down 
for the chickens and watching 
them feed, or feeding the 
chickens some greens. Allow 
time to listen to the sounds of 
the countryside - residents 
may be able to identify birds by 
hearing their song; sampling 
salad leaves or apples if 
appropriate to dietary 
requirements. 

 

 

For residents with severe 
limits to participation 

Involve in sensory activity, e.g. 
hold a bucket of grain close 
for them to run their fingers 
through; place a warm egg in 
their hands; run wool across 
the backs of their hands or 
offer it for them to hold and 
feel its greasiness; offer up 
silage, hay, straw for them to 
smell; allow time to watch the 
animals move around and 
feed, and to notice signs of 
the season such as lambs in 
the fields and blossom on the 
trees; allow time and find a 
suitable place to stop and 
listen for sounds of the 
countryside  birdsong, 
animals, the wind in the trees. 
Take samples of apple to 
prepare into an appropriate 
form for residents to sample 
who are on a soft or liquid 
diet. 
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Triggering memories 

 Take LOTS of photos of your visit to the farm to help trigger memories and conversation 
back at your care setting 
 

 Look at a range of farming tools from the across the years to handle and talk about, for 
example, scythes, threshing tools and grass sickles 
 

 Look at old photographs of the farm you visit (take copies of them back to your care setting, 
if the farmer gives permission) 
 

 Listen to the farmer talk about the history of the farm, how it has changed over the years 
and what he/she does on the farm day-to-day 
 

 Ask your residents questions: 
o Did you live or work on a farm when you were growing up? 

o What did you grow on the farm / what animals did you keep? 

o Did you have any particular jobs on the farm? 

o Have you ever collected eggs / milked a cow before? 

o Did you get involved with growing / working on a farm during WW11? 

o What smells do you remember from the farm? Did they remind you of anything? 

o What did the grain / straw / wool feel like? 

o Which animal did you enjoy seeing / feeding / holding the most? 

o Have you ever kept any animals? 

o What sounds did you hear on the farm? Did you recognise any birdsong? 

o Which variety of salad leaf / apple did you like the best? Was it peppery or fragrant 

/sharp or sweet? 

 

Other ideas for extending opportunities 

 Could a visit to the farm become a regular event for those residents particularly keen to go? 
It may be appropriate for more able residents to contribute during their visits by undertaking 
small tasks with your supervision. 
 

 Residents with a farming background may like to share their childhood / working stories 
with pupils at your local school who are learning about food and farming and/or WW11.  
 

 Apple varieties enjoyed by residents could be shared with your local school. Perhaps your 
care setting and/or the school would consider growing this variety in its grounds? 

 


